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• What does modern portfolio management look like?

• What is the PMOs role in establishing modern portfolio management?

• What should the PMOs response look like to an agile transformation?
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What Does Modern Portfolio Management Look 

Like?



Travels Through Time…”Processes”

We know little about the beginnings of formal project management; over the last 50 years

its definition and extension into the programme and portfolio domain developed rapidly
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Travels Through Time…”Tooling”

Software was initially targeted at the IT functions within an organisation, primarily for the

purpose of project delivery; over time, business change and BAU components were added
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• For now: 

Product Portfolio Management

• For the future?

Customer Portfolio Management?



• Portfolio management is a

Co-ordinated collection of strategic processes and decisions that together 

enable the most effective balance of Organisational Change and Business as 

Usual

• What it is not

– Extension to MSP/PRINCE 2, PMI

– IT focused

– Tool driven

Corporate portfolio management stretches from portfolio definition to portfolio delivery,

with an emphasis on choosing the right investments

http://www.epmgroup.dk/files/u2/PfM_Guide_OGC.pdf



My View on Corporate Portfolio Management 1/2

#1 Central direction and target setting by   

the Board

#2 Clear decision-making rights, set from    

a top-down perspective

#3 Corporate Portfolio Office, supporting     

analysis and decision-making

#4 Planning at the core of every activity

#5 End-to-end standardised change lifecycle 

from ideation to demand management to 

delivery management to benefits 

realisation

#6 “Corporate” culture supported by 

performance measures and individual 

targets

#7 Quarterly reassessment of investment 

portfolio and funding release

#8 Management by exception 

Corporate Portfolio Management is still a developing enterprise discipline – my 

indicators for mature Corporate Portfolio Management



My View on Corporate Portfolio Management 2/2

2. Corporate

Culture

3. Governance

Arrangements

1. Strategy &

Leadership

4. Reporting

5. Supporting

Functions

6. Processes

& Tooling

Corporate Portfolio Management maturity can be associated with 6 themes



What Is The PMO’s Role In Establishing Modern 

Portfolio Management?



1. Strategy and Leadership

1.Corporate Scope

2.Strategic Alignment

3.Investment Mix

4. Target Setting

Ultimately, Corporate Portfolio Management works only with commitment and 

engagement from the senior executives

PMO Role:

• Advocate for holistic

portfolio management;

• Ensure strategic 

alignment;

• Ensure investment mix;

• Maintain corporate

targets;

• Remind senior leaders 

of their roles and 

responsibilities.



Types of Portfolios

Country

Product

Investment
Type

There is an indefinite number of portfolios in an organisation – the optimisation of each of 

the portfolios should be in line with the underlying strategic criteria



2. Corporate Culture

• Standardisation

• Individual Targets

The Corporate Culture within an organisation might be counter-productive to the 

effectiveness of Corporate Portfolio Management 

PMO Role:

• Understand importance of 

corporate culture;

• Make the case for 

standardisation;

• Work with senior

management and HR to 

align corporate and 

individual targets.



3. Governance Arrangements

•Decision Making

•Delegation

Clearly documented and followed governance arrangements enable decentralised 

decision making and delegation 

PMO Role:

• Ensure governance

arrangements are in place

and up to date;

• Monitor adherence with 

arrangements;

• Supports decentralised 

decision making and 

delegation through analysis.

http://businessjargons.com/process-of-delegation-of-authority.html



4. Reporting

•Management

•Culture

Reporting reflects most of the other themes and serves therefore as an easy proxy to the 

overall maturity of an organisation

PMO Role:

• Understand reporting as a

management tool;

• Provide analysis;

• Encourage honesty;

• Allow for progress and status

reporting;

• Make reporting “on

exceptions” the norm.

© 2002 IBM Corporation



5. Supporting Functions

•Central CPM Function

•Other Functions such as Finance, 

Enterprise Architecture, IT and HR

Corporate Portfolio Management must be supported by the internal functions of an 

organisation, starting with a Central Portfolio Office

PMO Role:

•Find the right sponsor/

owner i.e. CEO, COO;

•Establish independence;

•Provide analysis;

• Support decision making;

•Drive efficiencies.



Relationship Between Finance and Portfolio

Despite the touchpoints between Finance and Portfolio Management - any efforts to align 

CPM finances with Finance Management are not providing any business value

The only meaningful measure for finance

provided by portfolio management 

is the resource utilisation.



6. Processes & Tooling

•Process Framework

•Planning as core

•Planning Regularity

•Tooling

Processes and tooling are typically the focus areas when starting the journey towards 

Corporate Portfolio Management

PMO Role:

• Create and maintain process

framework;

• Evangelise planning;

• Establish quarterly 

reassessment of investment 

portfolio and funding release; 

multi-year planning;

• Maintain a stake in IT4e

tooling.



What Should The PMO’s Response Look Like To An 

Agile Transformation?

By Holger Heuss – “The Agile Terrorist”



Agile Transformation

When Agile is represented by a methodologist in a command and control, prescriptive 
method that can be bought and implemented, this feels right to these organizations.

Buy it, teach it, implement it—it's done. 

Except it isn't, because the basis of agility is that software development, as complex 
work, cannot be standardized into one solution.

Every organization and project is unique and requires new solutions. 

So when an organization that is used to delegating and a methodologist who says "give 
me this money and you'll be agile," it feels good, it feels right, it fits in. BUT IT WON’T.

https://techbeacon.com/enter-nexus-ken-schwaber-scaling-scrum-future-agile

http://techbeacon.com/when-agile-wrong-choice-your-organization


Agile Transformation - Response

3. To tailor agility to context
Emotional intelligence, understanding of customer context, and customer 

maturity levels may outweigh the adoption of any (aspect of a) method or 

framework, even though that (aspect of a) method or framework might be the 

more ‘agile thing to do’. I ‘pull in’ what the customer needs, rather than ‘push’ 

what may not be needed.

6. To respect frameworks and their practitioners
I will respect frameworks and the value that they offer, and I will respect those 

that practice them, and those that have helped to create and improve them.

9. To remember that agility is not the end goal
I will remember that attaining agility does not guarantee a better outcome for 

my customer, and that in some cases, other more traditional approaches 

might be better for the current climate and context.

The following selected principles from “Agnostic Agile” help to remember the value of a 

framework while at the same time seeing it in the wider context of its implementation 



Agile Transformation - Response

10.To acknowledge that dogmatism is non-agile
I will not be dogmatic when it comes to lean or agile frameworks or methods, 

because dogmatism is non-agile, does not benefit my customer, my 

community or lend itself to continuously improving my own practice. It is 

therefore something I will relentlessly strive to remove myself from and 

avoid.

11.To recognise that there is more to agile than agile
I recognise that the road to agility will sometimes itself need to be built in 

order that we may begin or continue our journey. Building this road can 

include practices such as people and organisational coaching, the application 

of lean thinking, and organisational change management. I therefore seek to 

learn and master all that is required for making the road to agility, a safe one.

The following selected principles from “Agnostic Agile” help to remember the value of a 

framework while at the same time seeing it in the wider context of its implementation 



Agile Transformation - Response

1. Adopt modern corporate portfolio management (and be agile);

2. Learn the new language (and map it back to best practices you already know 

and apply);

3. Make the case for corporate governance (after all, there is a reason why an 

organisation exists… it is not all just teams of 5-9);

4. Amend your process framework to cater for additional approaches (but don’t 

throw away all the good stuff that has been applied previously);

5. Read and understand “Beyond Budgeting” (and help finance to help you);

6. Adapt reporting if necessary;

7. Evaluate the tooling.

There are a few practical things you can do in addition…



The Realities Of Successful Portfolio Management 



Lack of leadership/direction

Lack of strong portfolio mgmt. team

Organisational silos

No/poor process maturity

Politics

Lack of organisational targets

Competition between organisational leaders

Lack of entrepreneurship

Lack of or wrong personal incentives/targets

Personal cognitive bias

Realities of Successful Portfolio Management

Examples:

• “ Pet project“

• “Anchoring” 

• Mixing up constraints and targets

• Introducing risk and uncertainty 

as special factors

• No central portfolio office

In order to avoid conflicts humans tend to compromise – compromises tend not to reflect 

the optimum as far as portfolio management is concerned



• For the future?

Customer Portfolio Management?



Questions/Discussion


